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Abstract

Highly textured and insulating Li La TiO (dF1) thin films with structurally incorporated lithium, have been depositedz 2y3"y 3yd

for the first time onto MgOw100x substrates by radio frequency magnetron sputtering in an AryO mixture. The chemical2

compositions of the films have been determined by Rutherford backscattering spectrometry and nuclear reaction analysis. The
influence of the deposition conditions on the composition, the structure and the microstructure of the films have been analysed
by X-ray diffraction, X-ray quantitative texture analysis and transmission electron microscopy, and their hetero-epitaxial growth
modes are described.
� 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In the last few decades, considerable attention has
been focused on rechargeable power sources as lithium
ion batteries because of their high energy density and
good cell performances, in which the choice of fast
lithium ion conducting solids as electrolytes is crucial
w1–5x. The lithium ion oxides Li La I TiO3x 2y3yx 1y3y2x 3

(LLTO), which crystallises in a perovskite derived
structurew6,7x, are very promising electrolyte materials
due to their high ionic conductivity values at room
temperature(approx. 10 Sycm for the compositiony3

xf0.11) and an electrochemical window larger than 4
V w8,9x. The mechanisms of the ionic conductivity of
the LLTO phase have been intensively investigated in
the last years. Notably, the relatively higher ionic con-
ductivity values reported in the literature for these phases
have been correlated to the high mobility of the Li-ions
through the vacant sites of the LLTO structurew10–13x.
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Then, their ionic conductivity has been evidenced ani-
sotropic, and strongly correlated to the anisotropy of the
structure, i.e. the distribution of the La ions in the
double perovskitew14x.

In the context of using films of the LLTO phases for
the micro- and nano-technologies, operational miniatur-
isation of devices is needed. This implies a considerable
research effort on micro-batteries used as power sources
for smart cards or CMOS memories. Micro-batteries
using LLTO compounds have already been elaborated
in the form of sintered pellets with LiCoO and2

Li Ti O thin films as cathodes and anodes, respectively4 5 12

w15x. Such devices exhibit good performances(2 V
developed voltage, stability with cycling, high current
densities of 40mAycm , etc.) despite a high level of2

micro-structural defects and a large thickness(600mm)
of the LLTO electrolyte. Thin film technology allows
the manufacturing of solid-state micro-batteries with
thin electrolytes and large electrochemically active inter-
faces. Attempts to deposit Li La TiO thin filmsz 2y3qy 3yd

by laser ablation were shown recently to be very
promisingw16x. However, if this technique is appropriate
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Table 1
Cell parameters, composition and mean crystallite sizes of the studied thin films deduced from RBS, NRA, XRD and EDX analyses

Deposition Cell cy2a V LayTi LayTi Li Li La TiOz 2y3"y 3yd Mean
conditions parameters (A )3˚ (RBS) (EDX) content crystallite

T PO2 a (A)˚ c (A)˚
z (NRA) size(A)˚

(8C) (mbar)

A 650 7.3=10y2 3.91 (4) 7.90 (4) 1.010 120.776 0.83(2) 0.89 (3) 0.02 (1) zs0.02,y f0.17 (3)q 236
B 700 7.8=10y3 3.883(7) 7.80 (3) 1.004 117.605 0.54(2) 0.60 (3) 0.98 (1)a zF0.46,y f0.13 (3)y a 271
C 700 7.3=10y2 3.885(2) 7.817(2) 1.006 117.996 0.74(6) 0.70 (7) 1 (1)a zF0.24,y f0.04 (7)q a 511
D 750 7.3=10y2 3.89 (2) 7.856(9) f1.01 118.878 0.88(6) 0.86 (7) 0.10 (1) zs0.10,y f0.21 (7)q 559
E 800 7.3=10y2 3.889(3) 7.888(2) 1.014 119.300 0.72(2) 0.75 (2) 0.02 (1) zs0.02,y f0.05 (2)q 682

As all the XRD patterns have been indexed in a tetragonal cell in agreement with TEM and QTA analyses and as a pure LLTO solid solutiona

is obtained for the compositional range 0.04-x-0.5 according to the literature, a Li-rich impurity not visible in the XRD patterns must be present
in the Li La TiO films.z 2y3"y 3yd

The y and q exponents ofy correspond, respectively, to the compositions Li La TiO(LLTO) and Li La TiO . Numbers inz 2y3yy 3yd z 2y3qy 3yd

parentheses represent errors on the last digit.

for fundamental purposes, its use on an industrial scale
is still under progress for such materials. This led us to
deposit LLTO thin films by radio frequency sputtering,
a well-established technique in industrial processing. For
the first time, we show in this work that the stabilisation
of the Li La TiO w6,17x thin films can bez 2y3"y 3yd

achieved using single target deposition process. Temper-
ature, oxygen pressure and the nature of the substrate
should strongly influence the film structure and com-
position. Thus, we try to optimise the deposition con-
ditions in order to obtain thin films with structural
parameters leading to the highest conductivity values.
Films were grown on polycrystalline platinum, Siw100x
and MgOw100x single crystals. The crystallinity, texture,
composition and microstructure of these films have been
determined by X-ray diffraction, transmission electron
microscopy and nuclear analyses, and the influence of
the deposition conditions on these properties is
discussed.

2. Experimental

LLTO targets of compositionxf0.11 corresponding
to the highest bulk ionic conductivity were synthesised
by classical solid-state reaction according to the process
reported in Fourquet et al.w6x. Stoichiometric mixtures
of Li CO , La O , TiO heated in air at 8008C for 4 h2 3 2 3 2

were fired at 11508C for 12 h. The resulting powders
were then pressed into pellets and sintered again twice
in air at 11508C for 12 h.

Thin films were sputtered on polycrystalline platinum
and Siw100x and MgOw100x single crystal substrates
(5=10 mm). Reactive sputtering was carried out in a
mixture of argon and oxygen atmosphere. The oxygen
partial pressure, PO , was varied between 9.6=10 andy4

2

7.3=10 mbar and the substrate temperature,T, wasy2

adjusted between 25 and 8008C in order to determine
the optimal deposition conditions. The sputtering con-
ditions were the following: power density 7 Wycm at2

13.56 MHz and target–substrate distance of 40 mm.
After sputtering, the thin films were kept for 1 h attheir
growing temperature and oxygen pressure. Then heating
system and oxygen flux were turned off and the films
cooled down. Five representative films(f3000 A thick)˚
grown by varying the deposition conditions described
in Table 1 were chosen for this paper.

Both initial targets and thin films have been charac-
terised by X-ray diffraction(XRD) in the Bragg–
Brentano geometry using CuKa radiation (X-Pert
Philips diffractometer). The diagrams were recorded
over the angular range 108-2u-808 with a step of
0.028.

As the XRD patterns of the corresponding thin films
exhibited preferential orientations, X-ray quantitative
texture analysis(QTA) was performed on these films.
We used a Huber 4-circles diffractometer and the INEL
curved position sensitive detector, which spans a 1208

range in 2u, allowing the simultaneous acquisition of
several pole figuresw18x. Pole figures were measured
by scanning the tilt angle of the goniometer,x, in the
range 0–608 and the azimuthal angle,w, in the range
0–3608, both using a 58 step. The integrated intensities
are treated and corrected for absorption, volume varia-
tions and delocalisation effectsw19x. In the direct inte-
gration approach of peaks that we are using, the
defocusing effect is automatically correctedw20x. Pole
figures are normalised into distribution densities that are
expressed as multiples of a random distribution(m.r.d.).
From several of these pole figures, we refined the
orientation distribution function(ODF) using the WIMV
methodw21x. The ODF allows then the recalculation of
the experimental pole figures and the completion of the
blind and non-measured zones(appearing in white on
the experimental pole figures). The calculation of the
low Miller-indices pole figures allows simpler texture
visualisation. All data reduction and calculations were
operated using the Goman, Pofintw22x and Beartexw23x
packages.
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The composition of the sputtered films onto MgO
substrates was determined by Nuclear Reaction Analysis
(NRA) and Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry
(RBS) at the Van de Graaff accelerator of the Groupe
de Physique des Solides, Jussieu(University of Paris
VI, France). RBS Spectra were acquired with a 2 MeV
incident beam of He ions for 5mC of incident charge.4

The detector was placed at 1658, and the solid angle
was determined using a Bi-implanted silicon reference
sample. Clear signals from Ti and La are obtained,
allowing absolute determination of atomic area densities
of these two elements and in addition, the ratio of La
and Ti is obtained directly from the peak areas and the
Rutherford cross-section, without need of reference.
Since the films are deposited on an oxygen-containing
substrate, it is not possible to use NRA to determine the
oxygen content. However, an approximate idea can be
obtained from the RBS spectra. We fitted these spectra
using theRUMP simulation programw24x and varied the
assumed oxygen composition to obtain the best fit. This
is not very accurate, since the stopping power of the
film may be different from that used inRUMP, calculated
from the semi-empirical Ziegle–Biersack–Littmarck ele-
mental values and Bragg’s rulew24x. We estimate that
the oxygen content of the film is determined to within
approximately 30% using this method. Further measure-
ments in progress are necessary before a more precise
comment can be made on this point.

The lithium content of the films was determined using
a 1 MeV incident beam of protons to induce the Li(p,7

a) nuclear reaction, which has a cross-section varying
slowly with energy in this range. The alpha particles
were detected with a 300 mm detector placed at 1508,2

which was protected from elastically scattered protons
by a 19 mm Mylar film. Lithium area density was
determined by comparison of peak areas with that
obtained from a 15mgycm LiF reference film on Mylar2

backing obtained from MicroMatter Inc. At the low
beam current densities employed of 20 nAymm for the2

films and 2 nAymm for the reference, we confirmed2

that the alpha particle yields were stable up to three
times the incident dose used.

Specimens for Transmission Electron Microscopy
(TEM) observations were prepared by scraping off the
thin films in ethanol using a diamond knife. A drop of
the suspension was deposited and dried onto a carbon
coated copper grid. TEM study of the scraped samples
was performed in a 200 kV side entry JEOL 2010
Transmission Electron Microscope(tilt "308). Conven-
tional bright field images and selected area electron
diffraction (SAED) were used for the microstructure
study. For comparison with RBS results, the La and Ti
contents of the deposited material were determined by
Energy Dispersive X-ray analysis(EDX) using a KEV-
EX and a LINK EDX Spectrometer coupled with a

SEM Hitachi microscope and the 200 kV TEM
microscope.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. X-Ray diffraction

The LLTO bulk compounds have been assumed to
have in the compositional range 0.04-x-0.167 a
tetragonal structure(P4ymmm) derived from a perov-
skite-type structure ABOw6x. Complementary studies3

have pointed out in these compounds the existence of a
phase transition from tetragonal to orthorhombic
(Pmmm) when the Li content decreased belowxs0.06,
but with a weak orthorhombic distortionw7x. Recent
neutron diffraction studies performed on the LLTO
compound with the highest Li-substitution level,
Li La TiO , have revealed that firstly this compound0.5 0.5 3

have a rhombohedral perovskite structure(R3c) with¯

Li-ions not located at the A-sites of the perovskite as
suggested previouslyw6x, and secondly that the LLTO
solid solution does extend up to values ofxs0.167
w10x.

A typical XRD pattern of the LLTO targets is shown
in Fig. 1a. A pure phase was found having the LLTO
tetragonal structurew6x (space group P4ymmm) with
unit cell parameters refined using theMAUD program
w25x and deriving from that of the ABO perovskite:3

asa s3.874(3) A and cs7.746(2) Af2a .p p
˚ ˚

The stabilisation of the LLTO phase was only
observed for thin films grown onto MgOw100x substrates
(cubic system withas4.21 A). Whatever the deposition˚
conditions, the obtained films are transparent and insu-
lators (Rf10 V) in contrast to those observed for12

thin films grown by laser ablation where
Li La TiO insulator films are obtained only forz 2y3qy 3

oxygen pressures PO )0.05 mbar w16x. The oxygen2

pressure and the substrate temperature have an important
effect on the crystallinity of the grown thin films and
on their resulting X-ray patterns.

Fig. 1b shows the typical diffraction pattern measured
on films grown at temperatureTF650 8C whatever the
partial oxygen pressure(illustrated as sample A) and on
films deposited atTG700 8C with PO s9.6=10y4

2

mbar. The correspondingu-2u XRD pattern of sample
A exhibits diffraction lines that are not well crystallised.
This XRD pattern can be indexed in an apparent cubic
crystalline system. The asymmetry and the width of
these diffraction lines can be related to composition
variations in these films, with cell parameters a com-
prised between 3.89 and 4.07 A, andyor to the poor˚
crystallisation of the film. It is a hard task to dissociate
between crystal structure symmetry, cell parameter dis-
persions and axis orientations in such pseudo-symmetric
films. The exclusive presence of the(h00) lines in the
XRD pattern suggests a texture for this film with thea-
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Fig. 1. XRD patterns of(a) the LLTO target and(b) the corresponding thin films synthesised for different temperatures and partial oxygen
pressure showing preferential orientations. The small peak at 2us398 is only aly2 contribution from the substrate.

axis parallel to the normal of the film in a cubic system
or ana-axis orc-axis orientation in a tetragonal system.
In order to determine the averagedcya ratio of this
sample, we measured ax-scan using an angular step of
18, for the maximum of the 102 reflection of LLTO
(tetragonal system). Since this line is located approxi-
mately 458 from thea- or c-axis, we operated this scan
in the 40–508 range(Fig. 2). We clearly observe a shift

of the contribution towards values higher than 458 and
centred on 45.428 for the maximum of the dispersion.
This is indicative of an averagecy2a ratio different
from 1, and proves that the film is mainly tetragonal.
Obviously, the width of the dispersion extends to more
than 78, including also the 458 position, and we cannot
exclude completely the presence of a very minor cubic
phase. Simple crystallography links thecya ratio to the
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Fig. 2.x-Scans of the {102} poles for samples A(circles) and sample C(squares), corrected from the delocalisation, and showing the tetragonal
crystalline system of these samples. The same counting time has been used for both films. The interpolating lines are only guides for eyes.

observedx angle of the dispersion. According to the
literature w6,17x, in the insulating Li La TiOz 2y3"y 3yd

systems we can suppose that generallyc)2a and then
tan xscy2a for c-axis oriented parallel to the normal
of the film plane, from which we obtain acy2a ratio of
1.01. The dispersion of thex distribution can then be
interpreted by a dispersion ofcya ratios, which is
coherent with the extent of the Bragg peaks of Fig. 1b.

The diffraction patterns corresponding to the insulat-
ing films B, C, D and E grown atTG700 8C andPO )2
9.6=10 mbar are shown in Fig. 1b. These XRDy4

patterns exhibit only narrow peaks and are characteristic
of fully crystallised films. They can all be indexed in a
tetragonal structure in the P4ymmm space group. No
evidence of impurities was observed in such patterns.
Their corresponding cell parameters, determined using
both classical XRD and texture data, are given in Table
1. The presence of the(00Ÿ) reflections withŸ odd in
films B, D and E imposes the doubling of thec-axis of
the LLTO phasew6x. These(00Ÿ) reflections are not
observed in the XRD pattern of sample C. This could
be attributed either to a strong Li incorporation in the
LLTO structure w6,7x or to a peculiar texture with no
{ 00Ÿ} planes parallel to the film plane. Fig. 1b shows
that film C exhibits at least two texture components,
with { 102y110} and with { 100y001} planes parallel to
the film plane. But a quantitative texture analysis is
required to check whether or not some{ 001} planes are
aligned with the film plane or if the strong Li incorpo-
ration makes{ 00Ÿ} planes with oddŸs extinct w6,7x.
Any cubic phase for LLTO in this film is excluded by
its 102x-scan(Fig. 2), which is neatly centred onxs

45.238. Fig. 2 also shows the better crystallinity of
sample C: the FWHM of the dispersion being approxi-
mately half that of sample A. The mean isotropic
crystallite sizes of the thin films given in Table 1 have
been estimated using the Laue–Scherrer formula. With
the increase of the deposition temperature, and for a
given temperature with an increase of the partial oxygen
pressure, the crystallite size increases showing a better
film crystallinity. The crystallite sizes do no extend over
the whole film thickness. It can be linked either to some
variation in compositions or to a local evolution of the
texture(from the interface to the outer surface) andyor
stresses in the films.

3.2. Quantitative texture analysis

Pole figures were measured and QTA operated on
samples B, C and D. We observed the same texture for
samples B and D, on which we concentrate now. The
experimental and recalculated normalised pole figures
of sample D are shown successively on Fig. 3a. A good
reproduction of the experimental pole figures is obtained
using theWIMV program. The average reliability factor
of the refinement is of onlyRP s57% for the levels1

above 1 m.r.d. that attests for the quality of the ODF
refinement for such strong textures. An estimate of the
strength of this texture is given by the calculation of the
so-called texture indexw26x and of the texture entropy
w27x which reach the valuesF s209 m.r.d. andSsy2 2

2.6, respectively. The texture index increases with the
texture strength while the texture entropy(which meas-
ures the degree of disorder of the orientation) decreases
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Fig. 3. (a) Experimental and recalculated normalised pole figures of sample D.(b) Recalculated low indices {001} and {100} pole figures for
sample D.(c) Same for sample C. Values on the logarithmic scale bar are in m.r.d., equal area projections. Miller indices are shown for each
pole figure. The minimum density levels have been fixed to 0.2 m.r.d. for clarity.

for strong textures. TheF values obtained in our films2

are larger than the ones obtained on simpler systems
w28x and can be related in our films to a relatively low
number of hetero-epitaxial relationships, synonymous of
a higher crystallite organisation. Calculation of the low
indices{ 001} and { 100} pole figures allows a simpler
texture visualisation(Fig. 3b). The { 001} planes are
preferentially aligned parallel to the film surface(pole
figure plane), as seen by the strong pole in the centre
of the { 001} pole figure. This corresponds to a major
texture component, with a maximum orientation density
of 96 m.r.d. Two minor orientation components are
visible, one with{ 001} planes perpendicular to the film
surface(small reinforcements observed on the equator
of the { 001} pole figure) and the other with{ 111}
planes parallel to the film surface(four poles located
aroundxs708). For sample C, the orientation distribu-
tion function was refined with a reliability factor of
RP s33%. The calculation of the low indices{ 001}1

and{ 100} pole figures(Fig. 3c) shows three orientation
components, the major one being the same as in samples
D and B, but with a somehow lower texture strength
(Fs105 m.r.d. ,Ssy2.8, maximum on the{ 001} pole2

figure, 71 m.r.d.). The { 111} minor orientation compo-
nent of sample D has been replaced by a component
with { 102} and { 110} planes parallel to the film plane

(four poles located atxs458 in the { 001} and { 100}
pole figures, respectively) coherently with the diagrams
of Fig. 1b. The reduction of the main component in this
film compared to sample D is due to the relatively larger
volume represented by the secondary components, in
particular with { 100} planes aligned with the film
({ 001} reinforcements on the equator are enhanced in
sample C compared to D). Consequently, the non-
observation of the{ 00Ÿ} reflection in theu-2u XRD
pattern of sample C must be attributed without ambi-
guity to a higher lithium contentw6,7x incorporated in
the LLTO film structure, than that incorporated in
samples A, D and E.

3.3. Composition analysis

A typical RBS spectrum and its simulation are rep-
resented in Fig. 4. The La and Ti contents of the films
deduced from RBS are given in Table 1 where they are
compared to those determined by the EDX analysis.
The RBS values are averaged over the film thicknesses,
although the RBS spectra do show evidence of compo-
sitional variations as a function of depth. The LayTi
ratios are in good agreement with those determined by
EDX (Table 1). For samples C and D, the RBS spectra
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Fig. 4. Experimental Rutherford backscattering spectrum(square sym-
bols) for sample A and its simulation(solid line) with the LayTi ratio
done in Table 1.

Fig. 5. Typical SAED pattern along thew100x* zone axis, indexed on
the basis of the tetragonal LLTO cell.

show clearly a diffusion of the lanthanum in the MgO
substrate.

Whatever the deposition conditions, NRA shows that
the Li ions are incorporated in the films(Table 1) in
contrast to growth by laser ablation where the lithium
is only incorporated for films grown for pressurePO )2
5=10 mbar w16x. We can give a compositiony2

Li La TiO of such film according to the literaturez 2y3"y 3yd

w6,17x (with 2y3"yqzF1 if we consider that the Li
ions are located on the A-site of the double-perovskite
LLTO) and whered is introduced to take into account
the imprecision of the oxygen composition.

Since no impurity is visible from the diffraction
patterns, the high Li content of films B and C(z)0.5,
higher limit of the pure perovskite solid solution LLTO,
see Fourquet et al.w6x and Kawai and Kuwanow29x)
suggests either the presence of an amount of a Li-rich
impurity (e.g. Li O) not visible in our XRD patterns or2

that the solid solution LLTO can extend up to values of
zs0.5 as suggested in Alonso et al.w10x. For a given
oxygen pressure(PO s7.3=10 mbar), according toy2

2

the variation of the intensity of the(00Ÿ) reflections
with odd Ÿ indices, the Li contentx increases dramati-
cally between 650 and 7008C. Then the Li content
decreases due to the evaporation of the Li species when
the substrate temperatures increase up to 8008C. The
refined a-cell parameters in the films are, respectively,
approximately 3.88–3.91 A as compared with the bulk˚
materials LLTO(af3.874 A) w6x and La TiO2y3qx 3yd

˚
(3.88 A-a-3.90 A) w17x. The lower unit cell volumes˚ ˚
determined by X-ray analyses correspond to the thin
films grown at Ts700 8C, namely B and C, which
exhibit the higher lithium contents.

In thin films with composition Li La TiO , thez 2y3qy 3yd

titanium cannot be fully oxidised to theq4 statew17x.
However, as all the studied thin films are insulators, this
suggests that the oxidation state of titanium,a, is in
majority q4 (af3.7 according to Kim et al.w17x).
From electro-neutrality rules for samples A and D, we
find af3.5, and according to Kim et al.w17x and
MacEachern et al.w30x a metallic behaviour would be
expected in these films. As they are insulators and as
the evolution of the unit cell volumes are mostly
correlated to the largest ions La content of the3q

structure, this suggests that the number of La atoms
incorporated in the Li La TiO phase is lowerz 2y3qy 3yd

than those expected from Table 1. The La site occupancy
in these films will be determined with a better accuracy
using a new recent methodology for the analysis of X-
ray diffraction data for highly textured thin films, the
so-called combined analysisw25x that allows obtaining
simultaneously reliable results of texture, structure and
microstructural parameters, and will be described in a
forthcoming paper.

3.4. Microstructural studies

Electron diffraction studies were performed in order
to determine the microstructure of the studied thin films,
which is closely related to their physical properties. Fig.
5 is a typical SAED pattern along thew100x* zone axis.
It shows the single-phase nature of the selected area.
Such pattern can be indexed in a first step using an
apparent ideal cubic perovskite cell(afa f3.88 A).p

˚
According to a previous study in the bulk LLTO mate-
rials w6x, this pattern is more likely the superposition of
two domains at 908, with tetragonal cellsafa andp

cf2a . No limiting reflections are evidenced whichp

confirm the P4ymmm space group. The corresponding
w100x HREM image(Fig. 6) exhibits domains oriented
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Fig. 6. N100M HREM image showing 908 oriented domains and their
corresponding Fourier transforms that give the resultant diffraction
pattern of Fig. 5.

Fig. 7. N100M Low resolution image showing coherent interfaces
between the domains alongN110M.

Fig. 8. SAED pattern of sample B along thew x* zone axis indexed110
on the basis of the tetragonal LLTO cell. Grey arrows show extra
(1y2, 1y2, Ÿs2nq1) reflections that are sometimes observed.

at 908 with two possible orientations of thec-axis. The
corresponding Fourier transform of these domains(insert
of Fig. 6) confirms the two possible orientations of the
c-axis and the periodicity along thea-axis. A coherent
interface between theses domains along the(110)p
directions is evidenced(Fig. 7). This microstructure
with different orientations of thec-axis in the plane of
the films is favoured bycy2a ratios close to 1(Table
1) and is consistent with the four-fold symmetry of the
pole figures. In majority, all the obtained images(Fig.
7) show large domains with very few defects(disloca-
tions, twinning, etc.) in general observed in perovskite
thin films.

Fig. 8 shows a SAED pattern along thew110x* zone¯

axis evidenced for example in sample D and that
confirms the doubling of thec-axis of the cubic perov-
skite cell, characteristic of the LLTO tetragonal cell. In
this pattern, extra spots sometime appear at the position
(1y2, 1y2, Ÿ) with Ÿ odd and suggest also a doubling
of the unit cell along the diagonal of the perovskite,
giving a local tetragonal unit celly y2a = 2a =cf2ap p p

yet proposed by Varez et al.w31x and called ‘diagonal´
perovskite’. This SAED pattern can be explained by the
superposition of two ED patterns indexed in two tetrag-
onal cells: the LLTO cell and a body-centred(I) diag-

onal perovskite cell. In the correspondingw110x HREM¯

image (Fig. 9), three areas labelled I, II and III were
selected for Fourier transform. The corresponding Fou-
rier transform patterns confirm the presence of small
areas(areas I and II) with a local body-centred tetrag-
onal diagonal perovskite unit cell(extra spot at the(1y
2, 1y2, ) positions). The presence of differentŸs2nq1
ED patterns in our samples suggests local variations,
minor in volume, in the ordering of the La and Li atoms
w31,32x. Complementary detailed studies are in progress
and will be reported elsewhere.

3.5. Growth schemes of LLTO on (100)-MgO

Electron microscopy and QTA results point out that
the growth of LLTO films deposited on(100) oriented
MgO single crystals is governed by hetero-epitaxial
relationships. The main orientation component corre-
sponds to the relation:

w x w x(001)-LLTOyy(001)-MgO; 100 -LLTOyy 100 -MgO
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Fig. 9. N M HREM image of sample B and Fourier transforms of different areas showing the combination(areas I and II) or not (area III) of110
the tetragonal LLTO cell and of the body-centred diagonal perovskite cell .y y2a = 2a =2ap p p

This relation may be surprising since it corresponds
to a lattice mismatch of approximately 8%. However,
such orientations on MgO have been observed in similar
perovskite systems such as highT superconductors andc

are explained by a continuous adaptation of the film
cell through the thickness, via oxygen non-stoichiometry
w33x. This could also be the case in LLTO films, though
more investigation is necessary to establish it.

The minor texture components are stabilised with the
hetero-epitaxial relationships:

w x w x(100)-LLTOyy(001)-MgO; 100 -LLTOyy 100 -MgO;
w x w x001 -LLTOyy 010 -MgO

w x w x(102)-LLTOyy(001)-MgO; 010 -LLTOyy 100 -MgO,
w x w x10-2 *-LLTOyy 010 -MgO

w x w x(111)-LLTOyy(001)-MgO; 135 *-LLTOyy 100 -MgO,
w x w x-1-35 *-LLTOyy 010 -MgO

The first relation is realised with the same averaged
mismatch as previously because of the pseudo-symmetry
of the structure. The relative amounts of crystallites in
the corresponding relationships will then be governed
by the realcya ratio of the film, and the temperature
and oxygen pressure conditions during deposition. The
two latter relations are accomplished with higher Miller

indices and will consequently, correspond to the creation
of larger interface energies from the coincidence site
lattice theory point of view. It looks coherent to find
them in a lesser degree in our system.

4. Conclusion

For the first time, we showed that highly textured
Li La TiO insulating thin films with Li incor-z 2y3"y 3yd

porated in the structure could be synthesised by reactive
sputtering onto MgOw100x substrate. Several texture
components are generally achieved, which depend on
the composition of the films and their deposition con-
ditions, the main texture component being always the
simple axis relationship of hetero-epitaxy. Temperatures
deposition at approximately 7008C with oxygen partial
pressure greater than 9.6=10 mbar lead to films withy4

highest lithium contents and LayTi ratios that give in
the bulk LLTO materials the highest ionic conductivity
values. These prototype depositions are very promising
but as the aim of this work is to obtain thin films that
can be used directly as electrolytes in micro-batteries,
further depositions on conducting substrates(Ti, MgOy
Pt, SiySiO yTiO yPt) are also in progress. This work2 2
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will be completed in a forthcoming paper with electro-
chemical measurements.
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